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ABSTRACT:The most clinical characteristics of COVID‐19 are respiratory symptoms that may causes serious 
cardiovascular damages and severe worsening of other medical conditions. One among the main strategies in 

preparedness and response to COVID 19 is effective utilization of private protective equipment (PPE) among 

which the masks of various kinds are on the highest of the list especially for activities within the public places. 

However, the underlying mechanisms of masks in preventing virus transmission haven’t been well identified 

and also the current experimental data still show inconsistent outcomes which will mislead the general public. 

For example, the first understanding of the face cover functions was limited especially with the escalating phase 

of the COVID 19 pandemic, leading to quite controversial remarks on masks.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Since the top of 2019, infectious coronavirus disease (COVID-19) has been reported for the primary time in Wuhan, 

and it’s become a public damage fitness issue in China and even worldwide. This pandemic has devastating effects on 

societies and economies around the world causing a world health crisis. It’s an emerging respiratory communicable 

disease created by Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2).Everywhere the planet, 

especially in the third wave, COVID-19 has been a big healthcare challenge. Many shutdowns in numerous 

industriesare created by this pandemic. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

Deep learning is crucial breakthrough with the AI field. It has recently shown enormous potential for extracting tiny 

features in image analysis. Thanks to COVID-19 epidemic, some deep learning approaches are proposed to detect 

patients infected with coronavirus. During this context, and in contrast to bacterial pneumonia, much other kind of lung 

infections caused by viruses are called viral pneumonia. These viruses, such as the COVID-19, infect the lungs by 

blocking the oxygen flow, which may be life-threatening. 

 

 1. Deep Learning Tools and CXR Image-Based COVID-19 Detection 
Radiography could be a technique accustomed quantify the functional and structural consequences of chest diseases, to 

produce high-resolution images on disease progression.  

 

3.  Deep Learning Tools and CT Image-Based COVID-19 Detection 
Computed tomography scan or CT scan is a medical imaging technique utilized in radiology so as to induce detailed 

images of the body for diagnosis purposes. 

 

 4. Methods Using CXR and CT Images 
Combining two kind of images in one dataset is a good method to detect a disease. During this context, in, Sedik et al. 

presented two deep learning models: CNN and ConvLSTM. 
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Fig1.System Architecture 
 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

These days, online communication is being a great deal efficient and straightforward thanks to connect people from 

all round the world. it's seen that students or today’s youth is lighter to speak or explore themselves with online 

platform. So, so as to grant them a convince there are lot many chats or messenger apps which are helping them out. —
object detection, which aims to automatically mark the coordinates of objects of interest in pictures or videos, is an 

extension of image classification. in recent years, it's been widely employed in intelligent traffic management, 

intelligent monitoring systems, military object detection, and medical instrument positioning in medical navigation 

surgery, etc. covid-19, a completely unique coronavirus outbreak at the top of 2019, poses a significant threat to public 

health inpainted. 

 

IV. OUTPUT  

These days, online communication is being significantly efficient and simple thanks to connect people from all round 

the world. it's seen that students or today’s youth is softer to speak or explore themselves with online platform. So, so 

as to convey them a convince there are lot many chats or messenger apps which are helping them out. In our project, 

we are trying to make same reasonably an application which can be completely supported web and real time. because 

of the urgency of controlling COVID-19. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, the canny operator is employed to extract edges on SAR images. The detection results are fed into a Mask 

RCNN based model with the initial images in pairs, so on achieve a stronger edge enhancement. Better detection 

results will be obtained after the extra inclusion of the sting detection results. This provides an inspiration for the 

appliance of object detection with prominent texture features, and also proves that under the condition of limited 

training samples, the mixture of traditional methods and deep learning methods can often achieve better detection 

performance 
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